Ex Libris
The termly newsletter from IPS Library

Highlighted Collection: Slightly Foxed
The Slightly Foxed is a literary
magazine whose pages are filled
with reading recommendations
from authors, writers, librarians,
booksellers, and the general public.
As noted by their editors, this
magazine is notably beneficial for
“nonconformists, for people who
don't want to read only what the big publishers are hyping and the newspapers
are reviewing.” These quaint publications include artistic covers
commissioned, usually, by British artists. At IPS Library we hold the entire
collection of these magazines, from issues 1 to 64, situated in our reference
section. They are a must read for anyone studying English or with an avid
interest in literary culture.

Recent Events:
Our Summer Term was filled with Library events which promoted
reading-for-pleasure and engaged pupils with Library resources in
creative ways. It included two author guest speakers, a bookmark
competition, and the initiation of the Summer Reading Challenge.

Jess Butterworth:
On 1 May we began the term with a visit from
renowned young adult author, Jess
Butterworth. Her newest book, Swimming
Against the Storm, had just been released, and
she kindly included IPS in her tour to
promote it. She spoke to S9 about her book
and experience which offered much
inspiration to readers and writers amongst our
cohort. IPS staff and pupils both expressed a keen interest to see her return in
the future.
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Bookmark Competition
Our annual ‘Bookmark Competition’ was held in June, wherein pupils of all years were invited to generate an
original and creative bookmark which represented one of their favourite novels. This is the fourth year in a
row we have run this competition, which has proved popular amongst pupils.
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Bookmark Competition, Continued…
This competition allows pupils who have an interest in reading to find a means
of expressing that joy through an artistic medium. Our winners on this occasion
were:
Ciara Murphy in first place with The Jungle Book
Emma Cortinovis in second place with Pax
Svetlana Tomova in third place with The Secret Garden.
Many superb submissions were received, and, as usual, this competition
generated much enthusiasm about pupils’ favourite novels in the Library.

Visit from Martin Puchner, Harvard University
Near the end of each academic year, the Library invites a guest
to come and speak to our S10 pupils about reading-for-pleasure.
We are aware that this important past-time is often neglected
when pupils enter the exam years, and we seek to mitigate this
issue by generating enthusiasm with an annual guest speaker.
This year we were pleased to invite Martin Puchner, who spoke
to pupils about the history of reading and writing, highlighting
the privileged position often held by those who did read. Dr
Puchner’s talk was an erudite and scintillating look at reading,
which spurred much conversation amongst pupils and staff in attendance.

Summer Reading Challenge
This year we issued our third annual ‘Summer Reading Challenge’ to pupils entering
S7, S8 and S9 in Autumn 2019. This initiative has repeatedly garnered much
enthusiasm for reading, and this year was no exception. Numerous pupils in S7 and
S8 came into the Library at the end of the term to prepare themselves by borrowing a
plethora of reading material for the Summer. This year, the challenge included three
competitions, including creating a poster using a history book, writing an interview to
a character in a novel, and creating a poster of a new character they would like to
suggest for one of the novels they read.
The winners of these competitions are listed below:

Design a factual history poster (using history books from a library)

1st: Maya Topolski
2nd: Josiah Quartey
3rd: Poppy Rendell
Create a character to insert into an already-existing novel.
1st: Sofia Caironi
2nd: Joshua Clements
3rd: Jasmine Dent
Interview a book character:
1st: Igor Elmanov
2nd: Gabriella Borba
3rd: Zara Quazi
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Book Spine Poetry Competition
Our third annual Book Spine Poetry Competition was celebrated during the week of National Poetry Day.
Pupils from each tutor group created a poem in the Library using only the spines of Library books. This
competition, as always, generated much creativity and enthusiasm for hidden treasures in the Library!
The winning poem for 2019 was submitted by Oliver Visram, MR:
In the eye of the storm
Battling for peace
A boy called hope.

Upcoming Events:
National Non-Fiction Quiz
November is ‘National Non-Fiction Month; in celebration of all
non-fiction resources and read-for-pleasure materials. As part of
our celebrations, IPS Library will run its annual ‘Non-Fiction
Quiz’ for one week in November. Each morning during tutor
time, groups will receive 4 questions to disseminate to tutees
which require resources in the Library. During morning break
and lunch, pupils are invited to come in the Library and work
with fellow tutees to utilise resources and answer the questions.
This quiz has always generated much competitive enthusiasm; importantly, it also improves the information
literacy skills of our pupils who must engage with various types of resources, consider how to structure
keywords, and make use of book indexes. On the left is an image of one of our questions from 2018.

World Book Day visit from Geraldine McCaughrean
Each year during the week of World Book Day, our Library hosts an author visit to S7
and S8 pupils. Last year this included a visit from multi-talented author and musician
Julia Gray, who engaged pupils with her uniquely interwoven history of composing
music and writing fiction.
We are delighted that this upcoming March (2020) we will be visited by renowned
author Geraldnine McCaughrean. Her visit will include two one-hour talks to S7 and S8
pupils about reading, writing, and being an author—followed by a one-hour workshop
with select pupils from both year groups. This annual event is always a top favourite
amongst pupils at IPS, and we look forward to welcoming her in the Spring Term! Below are a handful of the books by Geraldine which we carry in our Library.
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New in the Library
The following are recent additions to our fiction collections:
Long Way Down
By Jason Reynolds
After Will's brother is shot in a gang crime, he knows the next steps: Don't cry. Don't
snitch. Get revenge. So he gets in the lift with Shawn's gun, determined to follow
‘The Rules’. When the lift door opens, Buck walks in, Will's friend who died years
ago... and Dani, who was shot years before that. As more people from his past arrive,
Will has to ask himself if he really knows what he's doing.

One of Us is Lying
By Karen M. McManus
Five students go to detention but only four leave alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn has
never publicly broken a rule. Sports star Cooper only knows what he's doing in the
baseball diamond. Bad boy Nate is one misstep away from a life of crime. Prom
queen Addy is holding together the cracks in her perfect life. And outsider Simon,
creator of the notorious gossip app at Bayview High, won't ever talk about any of
them again. He dies 24 hours before he could post their deepest secrets online.
Investigators conclude it's no accident. All of them are suspects. Everyone has
secrets, right? What really matters is how far you'll go to protect them.

The Silence of the Girls
By Pat Barker
When the Greek Queen Helen is kidnapped by Trojans, the Greeks sail in pursuit,
besieging the city of Troy. Trapped in the Greek soldiers' camp is another captured
queen, Briseis. Condemned to be bed-slave to Achilles, the man who butchered her
family, she becomes a pawn in a menacing game between bored and frustrated
warriors. In the centuries after this most famous war, history will write her off, a
footnote in a bloody story scripted by vengeful men - but Briseis has a very different
tale to tell . . .

The Binding
By Bridget Collins
Emmett Farmer is working in the fields when a letter arrives summoning him to
begin an apprenticeship as a bookbinder—a vocation that arouses fear, superstition
and prejudice. He will learn to hand-craft beautiful volumes, and within each he will
capture something unique and extraordinary: a memory. If there’s something you
want to forget, he can help. If there’s something you need to erase, he can assist.
Your past will be stored safely in a book and you will never remember your secret,
however terrible. In a vault under his mentor’s workshop, row upon row of books –
and memories – are meticulously stored and recorded. Then one day Emmett makes
an astonishing discovery: one of them has his name on it.
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New in the Library
The following are recent additions to our non-fiction collections:
The Lost History of Liberalism
By Helena Rosenblatt
Taking readers from ancient Rome to today, Helena Rosenblatt traces the evolution of
the words "liberal" and "liberalism," revealing the heated debates that have taken place
over their meaning. In this timely and provocative book, Rosenblatt debunks the
popular myth of liberalism as a uniquely Anglo-American tradition centred on
individual rights. She shows that it was the French Revolution that gave birth to
liberalism and Germans who transformed it. Only in the mid-twentieth century did
the concept become widely known in the United States-and then, as now, its meaning
was hotly debated.
The Written Word
By Martin Puchner
From clay tablets to the printing press. From the pencil to the internet. From the
Epic of Gilgamesh to Harry Potter. This is the true story of literature -- of how great
texts and technologies have shaped cultures and civilizations and altered human
history. The inventions of paper, the printing press and the world wide web are
usually considered the major influences on the way we share stories. Less well known
is the influence of Greek generals, Japanese court ladies, Spanish adventurers, Malian
singers and American astronauts, and yet all of them played a crucial role in shaping
and spreading literature as we know it today.
The Creativity Code
By Marcus Du Sautoy
As humans, we have an extraordinary ability to create works of art that elevate,
expand and transform what it means to be alive. Yet in many other areas, new
developments in AI are shaking up the status quo, as we find out how many of the
tasks humans engage in can be done equally well, if not better, by machines. Can
machines be creative? Will they soon be able to learn from the art that moves us, and
understand what distinguishes it from the mundane?

The Evil Hours
By David J. Morris
Post-traumatic stress disorder haunts America today, its reach extending far beyond
the armed forces to touch the lives of millions of us. In The Evil Hours, David J.
Morris shares stories of people living with PTSD--including himself--and investigates
the rich scientific, literary, and cultural history of the condition. The result is a
humane, unforgettable book that has been hailed as a literary triumph, and an
indispensable account of an illness.
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